Antimicrobial stewardship and bamlanivimab: Opportunities for outpatient preauthorization?
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To the Editor—Preauthorization is a fundamental action of antimicrobial stewardship programs (ASPs).1 ASPs have played essential roles in coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) response efforts since the onset of the pandemic. For instance, ASPs have implemented the preauthorization of remdesivir throughout its path from an experimental antiviral obtained via compassionate use or expanded access, to Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Emergency Use Authorization (EUA), to ultimate FDA approval.2,3 On November 9, 2020, the FDA released an EUA for bamlanivimab, a recombinant human monoclonal antibody to the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2.4 Unlike previous EUAs for remdesivir and convalescent plasma, the bamlanivimab EUA is intended for use in outpatients with mild-to-moderate COVID-19 to avoid hospitalizations due to disease progression.4 What role, if any, should ASPs play in bamlanivimab preauthorization? Notably, preauthorization is not commonly deployed by ASPs in outpatient stewardship efforts.

ASPs are well suited to lead preauthorization efforts given their existing experience and infrastructure.7 Preauthorization is crucial for a scarce experimental product with limited available supporting evidence in high public demand. Preauthorization is also a critical component of equitable distribution to patients who may maximally benefit. For this process to function optimally, a 24-7 preauthorization structure is ideal but likely is not feasible at most centers. Importantly, time invested in outpatient bamlanivimab preauthorization will siphon effort away from other essential ASP functions.3

Another critical role ASPs can play is to lead discussions about the ideal deployment of bamlanivimab locally. Given the limited available literature, including several inpatient studies of monoclonal antibodies that were halted due to unfavorable data,6,8 it may be prudent to await further data and/or guidance from professional organizations (eg, the Infectious Diseases Society of America). See Figure 1 for additional considerations.

The bamlanivimab EUA may present ASPs with a golden opportunity to enhance their outpatient stewardship impact. As of January 1, 2020, the Joint Commission has mandated that health systems deploy active antimicrobial stewardship interventions in ambulatory settings.9 Bamlanivimab preauthorization can serve as a vehicle for programs to meet the new requirements if administered in outpatient clinics. Beyond this, the infrastructure developed may be harnessed later for other high-value outpatient stewardship targets (eg, long-acting anti-MRSA agents and oral carbapenems). ASPs can develop or strengthen collaborations with emergency departments or urgent-care centers to create a SARS-CoV-2 test, treat, and release pathway. In turn, this could help relieve inpatient overcrowding, which has been a national issue in the pandemic. Additionally, telehealth platforms can be utilized for close patient follow-up, potentially increasing revenue and saving costs for hospitals and ASPs.

Perhaps the most critical role of antimicrobial stewards at this juncture is to instill experience and expertise into the process of evaluating the role of bamlanivimab in patient care. If deployed, ASPs can help identify who, when, and where the drug should be given to, and they can help assure compliance with identified best practices. This EUA is further evidence that health systems should invest in their ASPs, for which roles are expanding with each new agent in the COVID-19 armamentarium.
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To the Editor—The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recently found that adults with positive severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) test results were twice as likely to report dining at a restaurant than those with negative SARS-CoV-2 test results. Sharing of meals in staff break rooms has also been reported as a source of exposure in healthcare personnel with coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). Dining in close proximity to others may be a high-risk activity because masks are removed while eating. Air-conditioned ventilation in restaurants might also facilitate transmission of small aerosolized droplets to distances >1 m.

In addition to respiratory droplets, transmission of respiratory viruses may occur due to contact with contaminated surfaces and fomites. To reduce the risk of fomite-mediated transmission, the CDC recommends that restaurants and bars clean shared objects between each use and avoid sharing items such as menus and condiments. The effectiveness of these measures in preventing transmission of pathogens is unclear. Here, we evaluated an intervention to reduce person-to-person transmission from contaminated fomites in restaurants.

The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Louis Stokes Cleveland VA Medical Center. We conducted a quasi-experimental study of transmission by fomites contaminated with bacteriophage MS2 in a simulated restaurant setting. Bacteriophage MS2 was propagated in Escherichia coli. The simulated restaurant consisted of a ~8 m × 8 m room with tables positioned 2 m apart. The study was divided into control simulations and intervention simulations. Research and healthcare personnel participated as customers and wait staff in the simulated restaurant.

Prior to each simulation, an index customer’s hands were contaminated with the benign bacteriophage MS2 by applying a 0.5 mL solution containing the virus. Simulations were conducted with a higher inoculum (10^6 plaque-forming units [PFU]) intended to mimic a worst-case scenario and a lower inoculum (10^3 PFU) intended to be more typical of real-world contamination levels. Three simulations (9 customers) were conducted with the higher inoculum and 4 (12 customers) with the lower inoculum.

For each simulation, wait staff invited the index customer to take a seat and provided a laminated menu. After the menu was reviewed, the wait staff took it to a central counter and returned with a bill. After taking a credit card, the wait staff returned with the final bill and a pen that was used to sign the bill. The index customer’s hands and the table and chair, menu, pen and wait staff’s hands were sampled using premoistened CultureSwabs (Becton Dickinson, San Jose, CA). The swabs were processed as previously described for quantitative culture of virus particles.

A second customer with no bacteriophage MS2 applied was seated at a second table and the same procedures were followed. The menu and pen were not cleaned between customers. Finally, a third customer was seated at the third table and the same procedures were followed. Wait staff did not perform hand hygiene between customers.

Three simulations (9 customers) with an intervention were conducted using the higher bacteriophage MS2 inoculum. The protocol was identical to the protocol for the initial simulations except disposable paper menus were used, credit cards were inserted into a card reader such that the card was not contacted by the wait staff, the pen was disinfected with a disinfectant wipe after each use, and wait staff used alcohol hand sanitizer between tables. Wait staff did not touch the used menus or non-decontaminated pens. The used pen was picked up using a disinfectant wipe and used menus were placed into a designated receptacle. The index customer’s table and chair were cleaned with an improved hydrogen peroxide disinfectant wipe, and cultures were collected as previously described to assess the effectiveness of disinfection.

The primary outcome tested was the log_{10} PFU bacteriophage MS2 concentrations for customers 2 and 3 for the higher inoculum of MS2 in the control simulations versus the intervention.